Introduction
Magnetic Particle Imaging (MPI) is an emerging medical imaging technique. It allows for the quantitative determination of spatial distributions of superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles exploiting the particles' non-linear magnetization characteristics. Delivering 3D images with good spatial and high temporal resolution without the use of ionizing radiation or iodine-based contrast agents, MPI offers exciting possibilities in functional, molecular and interventional imaging [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Recently, single-sided and open MPI scanner designs have been introduced, yielding unrestricted or lateral patient access [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Here, different open MPI scanner designs were assessed systematically for the first time regarding their applicability to interventional MPI procedures.
Methods
Five different idealized 2D scanner designs (see top row in Fig. 1 ), each with specifically determined DC (direct current) and AC (alternating current) values for the generation of the selection and drive fields, were compared regarding various relevant criteria, which included the electrical power loss, the size and shape of the field free point (FFP) trajectory as well as the spatial resolution achieved in a simulated imaging process. Desired field values were 20 mT for both drive field directions and a gradient of 1 T/m for the static magnetic field. In this case, the FFP trajectory would cover a rectangular area of 4 × 8 cm 2 , provided that the drive fields are homogeneous and the gradient field is linear. The distance of the coils was 20 cm (for designs A to D). The simulation study was performed using proprietary software [11] [12] [13] .
Results
Major results are depicted in Fig. 1 (middle and bottom  rows) . In addition to the quality of the FFP trajectory generated by the transmit part of the scanner (selection and drive fields), the reconstructed images also take the local receive sensitivities into account. For designs B to E, the power loss increased by a factor of about 2(B,C)/6(D)/282(E) in comparison to design A.
Discussion
Each scanner design yields advantages and drawbacks: for the efficient design A [14] the FFP trajectory shows little distortion while design E offers the best patient access. For this single-sided coil topology it has been shown before that the resolution decreases with increasing distance to the scanner front [15] . Design C yields the largest and most homogeneous spatial resolution, however the area covered by the FFP is smaller. It should be noted that receive sensitivities may be optimized [10] and that permanent magnets are conceivable to enhance the spatial resolution. Construction and operating effort are further crucial aspects in MPI coil design. The decision for a certain scanner geometry depends on the individual circumstances and intended applications (cardiovascular interventions, biopsies, local drug administration etc.). The calculations and considerations presented here offer a first overview.
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